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Abstract—We present a sample path dependent measure of
causal influence between two time series. The proposed measure
is a random variable whose expected sum is the directed infor-
mation. A realization of the proposed measure may be used to
identify the specific patterns in the data that yield a greater flow
of information from one process to another, even in stationary
processes. We demonstrate how sequential prediction theory may
be leveraged to obtain accurate estimates of the causal measure at
each point in time and introduce a notion of regret for assessing
the performance of estimators of the measure. We prove a finite
sample bound on this regret that is determined by the regret
of the sequential predictors used in obtaining the estimate. We
estimate the causal measure for a simulated collection of binary
Markov processes using a Bayesian updating approach. Finally,
given that the measure is a function of time, we demonstrate how
estimators of the causal measure may be extended to effectively
capture causality in time-varying scenarios.
Index Terms—Granger Causality, Relative Entropy, Sequential
Prediction, Markov Chains.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1969, Granger [1] built upon the the ideas of Wiener by
proposing an approach to identify causal relationships between
time series. While his original treatment was applied only
to linear regression models, his underlying perspective that
a time series Y n is “causing” Xn if we can better predict Xn
given all information than given all information excluding Y n
is still utilized throughout causality research. More modern
information theoretic interpretations of this principle include
directed information (DI) [2], [3] and transfer entropy (TE) [4],
which is equivalent to Granger causality (GC) for Gaussian
autoregressive processes [5]. Both of these quantities measure
the reduction in uncertainty (i.e. conditional entropy) of the
future of Xn that is obtained by including the past of Y n in
the available information in an appropriate sense. Interestingly,
both quantities are determined by taking expectations over
all sequences, and thus are dependent solely on a system’s
underlying distribution and not a given realization of the
collection of processes.
These quantities may be adjusted to incorporate a no-
tion of locality through use of self-information. For a given
realization x of a random variable X ∼ fX , the self-
information is given by h(x) , − log fX(x) and represents
the amount of surprise associated with that realization. By
replacing entropy with self-information, and its conditional
form h(x | y) , − log fX|Y (x | y), local versions of DI, TE,
and their conditional extensions may be obtained (see Table 1
in [6]). While the local extensions of DI and TE are indeed
dependent on realizations, they may take on negative values.
Such a scenario occurs when the knowledge that Y = y makes
the observation of X = x less likely to have occurred, i.e.
fX(x) > fX|Y (x | y). While an interesting concept, it is
not clear how to interpret negative values in the context of
assessing the presence/absence of a causal link.
As such, estimating the causal structure (i.e. directed graph)
of a collection of processes typically involves estimating an
averaged measure such as DI [7], [8]. In a time varying sce-
nario, however, it would be necessary to replace an expectation
over time with some sort of windowing technique as in [9]. As
a result, estimates of this form may be able to capture changes
in the underlying system model, but do not reflect the varying
levels of causal influence that occur within windows of time
for which there is stationarity (see Example II.1). Here we
build on the causal inference perspective presented in [10] and
propose a causal measure that captures changes in time without
requiring a windowing approach. Furthermore, we introduce a
framework for estimating the causal measure using sequential
prediction and derive a finite sample bound on the accuracy
of such estimators.
II. SAMPLE PATH MEASURE OF CAUSAL INFLUENCE
Suppose we observe the stochastic processes Xn ∈ Xn,
Y n ∈ Yn, and Zn ∈ Zn, characterized by the joint proba-
bility mass function (pmf) fXn,Y n,Zn(xn, yn, zn). Although
this work applies more generally, for the purpose of expo-
sition we only consider discrete probability measures. We
begin by considering the scenario where, having observed
(xi−1, yi−1, zi−1), we wish to determine the causal influence
that yi−1 has on the next observation xi. In such a scenario, we
consider the following restricted (denoted (r)) and complete
(denoted (c)) conditional distributions:
f
(r)
Xi
(xi) , fXi|Xi−1,Zi−1(xi | xi−1, zi−1) (1)
f
(c)
Xi
(xi) , fXi|Xi−1,Y i−1,Zi−1(xi | xi−1, yi−1, zi−1). (2)
Using these distributions, at each time i we define the sample
path measure of causality from Y to X in the presence of side
information Z for given realizations (xi−1, yi−1, zi−1) as:
CY→X(xi−1, yi−1, zi−1) = D(f
(c)
Xi
|| f (r)Xi ). (3)
For ease of notation, we may represent the causal measure at
time i simply as CY→X(i).
The key observation that must be made is that f (c)Xi and
f
(r)
Xi
are determined by the realizations of Xn, Y n, and Zn.
As a result, the causal measure is a random variable. In this
regard, our causal measure is different from previous measures
of causality wherein the causal influence is determined by the
model, and not the sample path. To ensure this point is made
clear, we will present an example.
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Example II.1. Suppose Yi ∼ Bern(0.2) iid for i = 1, 2, . . .
and:
Xi ∼
{
Bern(0.9), Yi−1 = 1
Bern(0.5), Yi−1 = 0
Intuitively, we would expect that in some sense Y n is “caus-
ing” Xn to a greater extent when Yi is one than when it is
zero. In order to formalize this, we have to find the probability
of Xi = 1 when only Xi−1 is known (i.e. the restricted
distribution):
P(Xi = 1|Xi−1 = xi−1)
= P(Xi = 1)
=
∑
yi−1∈{0,1}
P(Xi = 1 | Yi−1 = yi−1)P(Yi−1 = yi−1)
= (0.5)(0.8) + (0.9)(0.2)
= 0.58.
We can fully characterize the complete and restricted prob-
ability mass functions (pmfs) using these probabilities, i.e.
f
(r)
Xi
(1) = 0.58, f (c)Xi (1) = 0.9 if yn−1 = 1, and f
(c)
Xi
(1) = 0.5
if yn−1 = 0. We can now compute the causal measure, which
takes on one of two values determined by the observation yi−1:
CY→X(i) =
{
0.363, yi−1 = 1
0.019, yi−1 = 0
Thus, we see that our measure captures how, even in a
stationary Markov chain, different patterns in the observed
data may give rise to different levels of causal influence. By
contrast, we note that because the process is stationary, the
directed information rate and transfer entropy are both given
simply by E[CY→X ] = (0.9)(0.019) + (0.1)(0.363) = 0.088.
The above example gives rise to two key observations. First,
even stationary Markov processes exhibit dynamic causal be-
haviors that are not captured when taking an outer expectation.
Second, by averaging over all possible histories, TE and DI are
minimally affected by patterns that occur with low probability,
even if those patterns induce a high level of causal influence.
We now discuss some key properties of the proposed causal
measure. First, we note the crucially important quality of
non-negativity, which follows directly from the non-negativity
of KL-Divergence. Next, we characterize our measure as
being “semi-local.” We note that GC, DI (rate), TE, etc.
are all expectations, determined entirely by the underlying
probabilistic model of the observed data. In this regard, these
measures are not local representations of the observed data. On
the other end of the spectrum, local data-dependent versions
of these measures may be obtained by substituting the self
information for entropy, but these local versions of causal
measures may be negative when unlikely sequences occur. Our
measure is “semi-local” in the sense that at any given time,
the measure is determined by the observations from the past,
but guarantees non-negativity by taking an expectation over
the future.
III. ESTIMATION OF THE CAUSAL MEASURE
An estimate of the causal measure can be obtained by
simply estimating the complete and restricted distributions and
then computing the KL divergence between the two at each
time. Such an estimator allows us to leverage results from
the field of sequential prediction. The sequential prediction
problem formulation we consider is as follows: for each round
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, having observed some history Hi, a learner
selects a probability assignment fˆi ∈ P , where P is the
space of probability distributions over X . Once fˆi is chosen,
xi is revealed and a loss l(fˆi, xi) is incurred by the learner,
where the loss function l : X → R is chosen to be the self-
information loss given by l(f, x) = − log f(x).
The performance of sequential predictors may be assessed
using a notion of regret with respect to a reference class of
probability distributions P˜ ⊂ P . For a given round i and
reference distribution f˜i ∈ P˜ , the learner’s regret is:
r(fˆi, f˜i, xi) = l(fˆi, xi)− l(f˜i, xi) (4)
In many cases the performance of sequential predictors will
be measured by the worst case regret, given by:
Rn(P˜n) = sup
xn∈Xn
n∑
i=1
l(fˆi, xi)− inf
f˜∈P˜n
n∑
i=1
l(f˜i, xi) (5)
, sup
xn∈Xn
n∑
i=1
r(fˆi, f
∗
i , xi) (6)
where f∗i ∈ P˜ is defined as the distribution from the reference
class with the smallest cumulative loss up to time n, i.e. the f˜i
for which Rn is largest. We also define f∗ ∈ P˜n ⊂ Pn to be
the cumulative loss minimizing joint distribution, noting that
the reference class of joint distributions P˜n is not necessarily
equal to P˜n (i.e. P˜ × P˜ × . . . ), as often times there may be
a constraint on the selection of the best reference distribution
that is imposed in order to establish bounds. In the absence of
any restrictions, the reference distributions may be selected at
each time such that f∗i (xi) = 1, resulting in zero cumulative
loss for any sequence xn. Thus, bounds on regret often assume
stationarity by enforcing f∗1 = f
∗
2 = · · · = f∗n or assume
that f∗i = f
∗
i+1 for all but some small number of indices.
For various learning algorithms (i.e. strategies for selecting fˆi
given Hi) and reference classes P˜n, these bounds on the worst
case regret are defined as a function of the sequence length n:
Rn(P˜n) ≤M(n) (7)
It follows naturally that an estimator for our causal measure
can be constructed by building two sequential predictors. The
restricted predictor fˆ (r)Xi computed at each round using H
(r)
i ,
{x1, . . . , xi−1} ∪ {z1, . . . , zi−1}, and the complete predictor
fˆ
(c)
Xi
computed at each round using H(c)i , {x1, . . . , xi−1} ∪
{y1, . . . , yi−1} ∪ {z1, . . . , zi−1}. It then follows that each of
these predictors will have an associated worst case regret,
given by R(r)n (P˜(r)n ) and R(c)n (P˜(c)n ), where P˜(r)n and P˜(c)n
represent the restricted and complete reference classes. Using
these sequential predictors, we define our estimated causal
influence from Y to X at time i as:
CˆY→X(i) = D(fˆ
(c)
Xi
|| fˆ (r)Xi ) (8)
It should be noted that when averaged over time, this estimator
becomes a universal estimator of the directed information rate
for certain predictors and classes of signals [11].
To assess the performance of an estimate of the causal
measure, we define a notion of causality regret:
CR(n) ,
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣CˆY→X(i)− C∗Y→X(i)∣∣∣ (9)
where we define:
C∗Y→X(i) = D(f
(c)∗
Xi
|| f (r)∗Xi ) (10)
with f (c)∗Xi ∈ P˜(c) and f
(r)∗
Xi
∈ P˜(r) defined as the loss
minimizing distributions from the complete and restricted
reference classes. We note that with this notion of causal
regret, the estimated causal measure is being compared against
the best estimate of the causal measure from within a reference
class. As such, we limit our consideration to the scenario
in which the reference classes are sufficiently representative
of the true sequences to produce a desirable C∗Y→X (i.e.
C∗Y→X(i) ≈ CY→X(i) for all i).
We now present the necessary preliminaries for proving a
finite sample bound on the estimates of causality regret for
the special case when X is a discrete space. We begin by
introducing two assumptions.
Assumption 1. For sequential predictors fˆ (c)Xi and fˆ
(r)
Xi
and
observations (xn, yn, zn) ∈ Xn × Yn × Zn, we assume
that there exists some L ∈ R for which the collection of
observations is such that:
sup
x∈X
∣∣∣∣∣log fˆ
(c)
Xi
(x)
fˆ
(r)
Xi
(x)
∣∣∣∣∣ < L ∀i = 1, . . . , n (11)
Noting that L is lower bounded by CˆY→X , Assumption 1
implies (given its role in Theorem 1) that larger levels of causal
influence take longer to estimate accurately.
Assumption 2. For loss minimizing distributions f (c)∗Xi ∈ P˜(c)
and f (r)∗Xi ∈ P˜(r), restricted sequential predictor fˆ
(r)
Xi
, and
observations (xn, yn, zn) ∈ Xn × Yn ×Zn:
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi
[
r(fˆ
(r)
Xi
, f
(r)∗
Xi
, X)
]∣∣∣∣ ≤M (r)(n) (12)
While it is understood that the expected regret is in general
bounded by worst case regret, assumption 2 requires that the
reference classes are sufficiently rich that the expected regret is
not too large in absolute value. This is necessary in bounding
the causality regret because unlike the regret defined by (5),
CR(n) increases when the estimated distributions outperform
the regret minimizing distributions.
We now show that the cumulative KL divergence from the
best reference distribution to the predicted distribution is less
than the predictor’s worst-case regret.
Lemma 1. For a sequential predictor fˆi with worst case
regret M(n), a collection observations (xn, yn, zn), and any
distribution from the reference class f ∈ P˜n:
n∑
i=1
D(fi || fˆi) ≤M(n) (13)
Proof.
n∑
i=1
D(fi || fˆi) =
n∑
i=1
∑
x∈X
fi(x) log
fi(x)
fˆi(x)
≤
n∑
i=1
[
sup
x∈X
log
fi(x)
fˆi(x)
]∑
x∈X
fi(x)
=
n∑
i=1
sup
x∈X
r(fˆi, fi, x)
≤ sup
xn∈Xn
n∑
i=1
r(fˆi, fi, xi)
≤ sup
xn∈Xn
sup
f∈P˜n
n∑
i=1
r(fˆi, fi, xi)
≤M(n)
Next, we bound the cumulative difference in expectation of
a bounded function between the best reference distribution and
sequential predictor.
Lemma 2. For a sequential predictor fˆi with worst case regret
M(n) ≥ 1, a collection observations (xn, yn, zn), cumulative
loss minimizing distribution f∗i , and bounded functions gi :
X → [−K,K] with K ∈ R:
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣Ef∗i [gi(X)]− Efˆi [gi(X)]∣∣∣ ≤ |X |K√2 √n ·M(n) (14)
Proof.
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣Ef∗i [gi(X)]− Efˆi [gi(X)]∣∣∣
=
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∑
x∈X
[
f∗i (x)− fˆi(x)
]
gi(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
n∑
i=1
∑
x∈X
∣∣∣f∗i (x)− fˆi(x)∣∣∣ |gi(x)| (15)
≤
n∑
i=1
∑
x∈X
K
√
1
2
D(f∗i || fˆi) (16)
=
|X |K√
2
n∑
i=1
√
D(f∗i || fˆi)
where (15) uses the triangle inequality and (16) uses Pinsker’s
inequality and the boundedness of gi. Focusing on the sum,
we define ~v such that ~vi =
√
D(f∗i || fˆi) for i = 1, . . . , n:
n∑
i=1
√
D(f∗i || fˆi) = ||~v||1
≤ √n ||~v||2 (17)
=
√
n
(
n∑
i=1
D(f∗i || fˆi)
) 1
2
≤
√
n ·M(n) (18)
where (17) uses Ho¨lders inequality and (18) uses Lemma 1
and the assumption that M(n) ≥ 1.
Finally, we can utilize the assumption and lemmas to bound
the cumulative causality regret:
Theorem 1. Let the worst case regret for the predictors
fˆ
(r)
Xi
and fˆ (c)Xi be bounded by R
(r)
n (P˜(r)n ) ≤ M (r)(n) and
R
(c)
n (P˜(c)n ) ≤ M (c)(n), respectively. Then, for any collection
of observations (xn, yn, zn) ∈ Xn × Yn × Zn such that
Assumption 1 holds with bound L, we have:
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣CˆY→X(i)− C∗Y→X(i)∣∣∣ ≤
M (c)(n) +M (r)(n) +
|X |L√
2
√
n ·M (c)(n)
(19)
Proof. We begin by defining the functions:
gˆi(X) , log
fˆ
(c)
Xi
(X)
fˆ
(r)
Xi
(X)
g∗i (X) , log
f
(c)∗
Xi
(X)
f
(r)∗
Xi
(X)
.
Using the definition of the causal measure and KL-divergence:
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣CˆY→X(i)− C∗Y→X(i)∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi [gˆi(X)]− Efˆ(c)Xi [gˆi(X)]
∣∣∣∣ (20)
=
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi [g∗i (X)]− Efˆ(c)Xi [gˆi(X)]
∣∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi [gˆi(X)]− Efˆ(c)Xi [gˆi(X)]
∣∣∣∣
≤
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi [g∗i (X)]− Efˆ(c)Xi [gˆi(X)]
∣∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi [gˆi(X)]− Efˆ(c)Xi [gˆi(X)]
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ (21)
≤
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi [g∗i (X)]− Efˆ(c)Xi [gˆi(X)]
− E
f
(c)∗
Xi
[gˆi(X)] + Efˆ(c)Xi
[gˆi(X)]
∣∣∣∣ (22)
=
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi [g∗i (X)− gˆi(X)]
∣∣∣∣
=
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi
[
log
f
(c)∗
Xi
(X)
fˆ
(c)
Xi
(X)
− log f
(r)∗
Xi
(X)
fˆ
(r)
Xi
(X)
]∣∣∣∣∣
≤
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣D(f (c)∗Xi || fˆ (c)Xi )∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi
[
log
f
(r)∗
Xi
(X)
fˆ
(r)
Xi
(X)
]∣∣∣∣∣ (23)
≤M (c)(n) +M (r)(n) (24)
where (21) follows from the properties of absolute value, (22)
follows from the reverse triangle inequality, (23) follows from
the triangle inequality, and (24) follows from non-negativity of
the KL-divergence, Lemma 1, and Assumption 2. Moving the
second term of (20) to the other side of the inequality yields:
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣CˆY→X(i)− C∗Y→X(i)∣∣∣
≤M (c)(n) +M (r)(n) +
∣∣∣∣Ef(c)∗Xi [gˆi(X)]− Efˆ(c)Xi [gˆi(X)]
∣∣∣∣
≤M (c)(n) +M (r)(n) + |X |L√
2
√
n ·M (c)(n) (25)
where (25) follows from Assumption 1 (boundedness of gˆi)
and Lemma 2. This concludes the proof.
IV. SIMULATIONS
We begin by demonstrating the estimation of the proposed
causal measure on a pair of jointly Markov binary processes
Xn and Y n that undergo a change point in the underlying
parameters. For j ∈ {1, 2}, we use a logistic model to
represent the probabilities that Xi and Yi are equal to one
given the complete history:
p
(c)
Xi
(xi−1, yi−1) ,
eθ
j
x+θ
j
xxxi−1+θ
j
yxyi−1
1 + eθ
j
x+θ
j
xxxi−1+θ
j
yxyi−1
p
(c)
Yi
(xi−1, yi−1) ,
eθ
j
y+θ
j
yyyi−1+θ
j
xyxi−1
1 + eθ
j
y+θ
j
yyyi−1+θ
j
xyxi−1
To compute the true causal measure, we additionally need the
restricted probabilities. It is important to note that the joint-
Markovicity does not imply that the processes are individually
Markov. As such, the restricted probability that Xi is equal to
one given the restricted history is defined using a recursively
updated distribution over the hidden Yi:
p
(r)
Xi
(xi−1) , p(h)Yi−1 · p
(c)
Xi
(xi−1, 1) + p¯
(h)
Yi−1 · p
(c)
Xi
(xi−1, 0)
p
(h)
Yi
, p(h)Yi−1 · p
(c)
Yi
(xi−1, 1) + p¯
(h)
Yi−1 · p
(c)
Yi
(xi−1, 0)
where p(h)Yi is the probability of the hidden Yi being one and
p¯
(h)
Yi
, 1−p(h)Yi . We can define p
(r)
Yi
(yi−1) similarly using p(h)Xi .
To estimate the causal measure (in both directions) we
estimate both the complete and restricted probabilities using a
Bayesian updating scheme over a discretized parameter space
with a uniform prior. To accommodate the parameter change
point, we incorporate the shrinking to the prior technique [12]
with α = 0 and λ = 0.9999 to the updating procedure.
Fig. 1: True (top) and estimated (bottom) causal measures for entire time series (left) and selections pre (center) and post (right)
parameter change point. Empirical values of L (Assumption 1) are 1.763 and 1.227 for X → Y and Y → X , respectively.
For space considerations we have omitted further details of
experiments and provide detailed code on Github1.
Figure 1 shows the true and estimated causal measures.
We can see that the spikes in causal influence are captured
by the estimate. This example illustrates that the proposed
causal measure is not immune to the difficulties of change
point scenarios in that it takes roughly 100 samples after the
change point for the estimator to adapt. However, a key point
is that once the estimator does adapt, the temporal resolution
is much better than what could be expected from windowing
techniques, as the infrequent spikes seen in rightmost column
of Figure 1 are localized to a single time point.
V. DISCUSSION
We have presented a non-negative measure of local causal
influence that captures the time-varying nature of causal rela-
tionships that is inherent to both stationary and non-stationary
settings. Furthermore, we have shown that under mild assump-
tions, the finite sample performance of an estimator of the
measure can be determined as a function of the regret of the
sequential predictors used to implement the estimator.
It is important to note that the proposed causal measure
does not solve the problem of estimating causal influence
in time-varying settings, but rather it provides a perspective
on causal influence that is naturally extended to any setting
for which there are effective sequential prediction algorithms.
By conditioning on the observed past, we avoid the need to
decide a window length (to approximate an expectation) when
estimating DI and TE in a time-varying setting.
Further research includes calculating the causal regret for
specific estimators and carefully characterizing the circum-
stances for which the assumptions hold. Additionally, estima-
tion of the measure on real data would enable moving past
simply identifying the direction of information flow between
real-word processes to identifying particular patterns for which
the causal influence is greatest.
1https://github.com/gabeschamberg/sample-path-causal-measure/blob/
master/notebooks/isit simulation.ipynb
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